Three selections—perform all

1. Etude No. 19 by Klose (from 20 Technical Studies)

Allegro moderato
2. Festive Overture by Shostakovich (opening clarinet solo)

This is originally for A clarinet. If you have an A clarinet, you must perform the excerpt on the A clarinet. If you do not have an A clarinet, perform the excerpt exactly as written on your Bb clarinet. Do not transpose.
3. Quintet in A major, K. 581 by Mozart
   (2\textsuperscript{nd} movement \textit{Larghetto})

   This is originally for A clarinet. If you have an A clarinet, you must perform the excerpt on the A clarinet. If you do not have an A clarinet, perform the excerpt exactly as written on your Bb clarinet. Do not transpose.